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Abstract: The paper presents the Ion Plating Plasma Assisted technology
that is applied in the area of surface functionalization with the purpose of
preserving the structural colour and relics. The interferometric structural
colours applied on titanium surfaces were used and tested together with
nano-transparent and at the same time achromatic films on the very old
ceramic artifact. In order to test the surface restoration, some titanium metal
and ceramic supports were used: Firstly, an additive with a metallic beam
constructed from titanium parts was used, but also an old tile from the 19th
century, having the characteristic of a strong chromatic valence and of a
mixed porous and glazed surface. In the experiment, a reactive device with
ionic plate spray magnetron was used, capable of operating in Argon or
Oxygen environments, for the purpose of depositing TiO2 and SiO2. First,
several tests were performed using two plasma treatments in order to define
the optimal methods for processing. By depositing TiO2 nano-film on
irregular Ti surfaces it was possible to regenerate the light direction based
on the surfaces that change its colour and the transparent achromatic
quality coatings could be obtained with the help of SiO2 coating. Important
in these procedures is the high flexibility of ion plating technology
processing. It has been established after several attempts that the treatment
of IPO SiO2 surfaces is better and therefore preferable in the case of
restoration and preservation of ancient historical plates when the optimized
procedure with Ion Beam Electron Microscopy, performed on the porous
structure of the plates, was used for final testing, which confirmed the
increased flexibility and efficiency of the innovative IPPA technology.
Keywords: Aircraft, Material Science, Structural Colours, Structure, Light,
Ion Plating Plasma Assisted, Ion Beam Electron Microscopy

Introduction
Looking at our daily lives, we notice that we could
not carry out our activities without light. From the point
of view of physics, we can say that "light colours our
life". But besides the classic colours included in the
ROGVAIV series, we also find structural colours.
If we talk about structural colours, it is advisable to
start with the explanation of the notion of "colour" and
"structural colour".
Searching in DEX (Explanatory Dictionary of the
Romanian Language), we will find the following
definition: Learning light determined by its spectral
composition, which allows the eye to perceive

differently the visible radiation incident on the retina,
having the same intensity but different wavelengths. Property of bodies to absorb unevenly the different
monochromatic components of light, thus modifying the
composition of the light scattered or transmitted by
them; the colourful appearance of the bodies.
Starting from this idea, structural colours are the
colours that the eye perceives differently depending on the
angle from which the same body is viewed. This
phenomenon is called iridescence, being specific only to
structural colours.
For example, consider a soap bubble. If we look at
it, for example on the left, we will notice that it is
pink. If we change our position to the right, we will
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perceive another colour (yellow, suppose). Continuing
to move around the balloon, we will notice many
other colours and shades.
In the same way, we can see the structural colours on
the writable face of a Compact Disk. Taking a CD in your
hand and moving it right-left or back-and-forth, we will
notice how a series of different colours follow one another.
Plants, like animals, "get" their color in two big ways.
The first way is in which the colour is given by
pigments. Pigments have the ability to absorb certain
waves of the light spectrum and let the rest of the waves
be reflected. Thus, when we perceive the green colour of
a leaf, the chlorophyll contained in it has absorbed the
waves corresponding to the red and blue colour, leaving
only the ones corresponding to the green colour.
The second way is to achieve the effect of structural
colours. It has been highlighted much better in animals than
in plants, especially in the Insect Class because it includes a
considerable variety of species that show the effect of
structural colours, but also in reptiles and bird feathers.
A simple observation, even for an inexperienced eye,
shows that the chemical pigments appear less intense
compared to the shades of structural colours, which are
perceived as very intense, "vivid".
Initially, Robert Hook, interested in how peacock
feathers change colour, discovered in the seventeenth
century the phenomenon of iridescence. Although his
theory is contradicted by Newton, then modified by
Young and other physicists over time, it was eventually
concluded that light is dual in nature: It has a waveform,
thus explaining colours, but it also exists in the form of
photons (Kinoshita and Yoshioka, 2005).
The principle behind which the perception of these
colours works is the interference of light.
Interference consists of the overlapping of two or
more coherent waves (where there are constant relations
in time) in a certain area of space, thus obtaining a
succession of maximums and minimums of interference,
subsequently, this phenomenon being perceived by the
eye under the shape of the structural colours.
Recent research shows that iridescence has various
purposes in the living world, from visual
communication, the informant on species membership,
age, to sexual dimorphism and role in reproduction, but
can also be observed in the inorganic matter around us.
Following an experiment with sedimented silicon
suspension and obtaining a thin film of colloidal crystal,
the phenomenon of iridescence was observed. The
colour of silicon is white and the solution is opaque
white. After obtaining the film and analyzing it, the
researchers observe the structural colours. Thus, at an
angle of 0°, the observer notices an intense pink-red
colour. At the 45° angle, the perceived colour is green
and at the 90° angle (angle where the incident waves are
zero), the colour is siliceous white. Following the

calculations, the researchers conclude that the perception of
different colours lies in the differences in wavelengths that
hit the film formed above the silicon solution (the range of
observed lengths being between 207 nm and 350 nm).
In the plant world, the colour of the floral coating is
crucial for multiplication. So iridescence has a more
important role in interspecific communication (plantinsect or plant-bird). In plants, iridescence is also
manifested by mimicry, the plant trying to copy the
shape and colour of the female of certain insects or birds
specific to pollination.
The colour comes from the way we visualize the
different wavelengths of light. The colours we see
depend on the light reflected or transmitted by objects to
our eyes. The most common source of colour is
pigmentation: Almost everything we see, including our
clothes and ourselves, is coloured by pigment molecules.
But there is another way to make colour - one that
fruits, beetles, butterflies and peacocks, for example,
have been using for a long time: Structural colour. Their
colours change depending on our point of view and this
is due to the microscopic structures on their surface,
which interfere with the reflection of light. People used
structural colours long before they knew their cause and
today scientists are inspired by nature to further develop
structural colour. "We try to create materials that
manipulate light using the same physical principles as
those found in nature," says Pete Vukusic, a professor
of biophotonics at the University of Exeter, UK. "The
goal is not to mask or hide things, but to give
materials and objects interesting and functional
optical properties, such as brightness, directionality,
or iridescence"; (Kinoshita and Yoshioka, 2005).
On a sunny afternoon in the 17th century, Robert
Hooke discovered something that would go down in
history. Wondering why the colour of peacock feathers
changes when viewed from different angles (called
iridescence), he dipped a feather into the water and made
an amazing discovery: The colour has disappeared.
"Fantastic," he would write. Using a microscope, Hooke
saw that the peacock feather was covered with a myriad
of small ridges. He concluded that the fact proves that
behind the colour is the reflection and refraction of light.
Hooke's explanation was soon rejected by Isaac
Newton, who considered light to be made of particles
(which he called "corpuscles"). But a few decades later,
Thomas Young showed that light behaves like a wave,
capable of interference - the phenomenon by which two
waves are composed to result in a wave of higher or
lower amplitude. In Young's famous experiment, with
two slits practiced in an opaque screen through which
light passes from a single source and is projected on a
wall behind the screen. The light passing through these
two slits showed a pattern alternating light and dark
areas, like waves propagated in a pond and in the case of
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theory to express the reflectance properties of a regular
stratified environment (Rayleigh, 1917; 1919). This
theory was based on the explanation of the nature of
the colours of crystals, feathers and cockroaches and
butterflies (Kwok et al., 1997). which varied with the
incidence of light direction, not the inherent colours,
but the colour of the structure (Aronov et al., 2007).
The study and understanding of the natural
structural colouration of insects and bird feathers are
of great interest, as their use could find applications in
many commercial fields related to the aesthetics of the
product, such as colouring of metals, dental implants,
cosmetics and textiles.
A complete understanding of these structures was
obtained for the first time with the use of electron
microscopy and, more recently, by double-beam ion
microscopy and atomic force microscopy, which
allowed us to visualize the micro-morphology and
nanostructure of the structural generation that appear
natural as systems.
These studies (Kinoshita and Yoshioka, 2005)
clarified that the staining is due to the presence of
specific micro and nanostructures, which cannot be
easily achieved by known nanotechnologies, which must
then be further developed technologically.
Essentially, these structural colours come from
optical phenomena caused by interference with a thin or
multilayer film, photonic nanocrystals (quantum dots),
light scattering and a diffraction grating effect. During
evolution, living beings have developed different
microstructural models that simultaneously achieve
high reflectivity for specific wavelength intervals,
while generating wide-angle diffusive light. Even
though these two physical characteristics seem to be
optically opposed to each other, when combined in
appropriate combinations where morphological
regularity
and
irregularity
require
specific
configurations, the resulting system is capable of
filtering and enhancing specific colours.
The paper presents the Ion Plating Plasma Assisted
technology that is applied in the area of surface
functionalization with the purpose of preserving the
structural colour and relics. The interferometric
structural colours applied on titanium surfaces were used
and tested together with nano-transparent and at the
same time achromatic films on the very old ceramic
artifact. In order to test the surface restoration, some
titanium metal and ceramic supports were used: Firstly,
an additive with a metallic beam constructed from
titanium parts was used, but also an old tile from the
19th century, having the characteristic of a strong
chromatic valence and of a mixed porous and glazed
surface. In the experiment, a reactive device with ionic
plate spray magnetron was used, capable of operating in
Argon or Oxygen environments, for the purpose of

overlaps, the traces became stronger as the waves
interfered. This behavior could be explained only by
considering that a wave came out of each slot and then
they interfered to amplify and attenuate in certain
positions, respectively (Kinoshita and Yoshioka, 2005).
But further research would contradict Young. The
gold leaf experiment showed that electrons are expelled
from a metal surface when subjected to electromagnetic
radiation, but only if the light has a fairly high
frequency, i.e., high energy, while the intensity of the
source does not influence the phenomenon. The
experiment proved that light and ultraviolet rays are
made up of individual units called photons.
Today we say that light also travels like a wave, but it
also consists of energy packets called photons. Light has
a dual nature.
Now we know: The colours of many birds and
insects come from the structural colour, created by the
interaction of light with certain regular structures having
a size of only a few hundred nanometers. These
structures decompose incident light into several reflected
light waves, which interfere with each other, canceling
or amplifying different wavelengths in different
directions and which thus appear to our eyes as brightly
coloured or iridescent. In pigmentation systems, the
physics is completely different, which explains why the
structural colour can be much brighter. "Pigments
only reflect and absorb light. Absorbent processes,
which are intrinsic to the production of colour through
pigments, are the very things that limit the brightness
of colours," says Vukusic.
Under certain conditions, two waves can be
composed resulting in either a higher amplitude wave
when the waves are in phase or a complete cancellation
if the waves are in phase. In the case of structural colour,
visible light decomposes when it is reflected by
particular nanostructures: Certain wavelengths are
consolidated and others destroyed, giving the appearance
of brightly coloured or iridescent.
Not all colours in nature come from the inherent
colouring of the chemical structure of the material.
There are several physical phenomena that determine the
surface colouration by interference or diffraction of the
wavelength. The first, which is often referred to as
iridescence or structural staining, has been researched
since the end of the seventeenth century. Speculates that
solid and thin alternate layers strongly reflect light
(Hooke, 2003). Newton described (1704) in Opticks that
iridescent peacock colours appeared beneath the
transparent side of the feathers (Newton, 1952). The
additional scientific advance on the genesis of structural
colours was interpreted by (Chrystal, 1873). Chrystal
(1873) and in the experimental studies of
electromagnetic waves by (Hertz, 1884). Rayleigh
(1917; 1919) used electromagnetic theory to derive the
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depositing TiO2 and SiO2. First, several tests were
performed using two plasma treatments in order to
define the optimal methods for processing. By depositing
TiO2 nano-film on irregular Ti surfaces it was possible to
regenerate the light direction based on the surfaces that
change its colour and the transparent achromatic quality
coatings could be obtained with the help of SiO2 coating.
Important in these procedures is the high flexibility of
ion plating technology processing. It has been established
after several attempts that the treatment of IPO SiO2
surfaces is better and therefore preferable in the case of
restoration and preservation of ancient historical plates
when the optimized procedure with Ion Beam Electron
Microscopy, performed on the porous structure of the
plates, was used for final testing, which confirmed the
increased flexibility and efficiency of the innovative IPPA
technology (Kinoshita and Yoshioka, 2005).
In this study, one presents exploratory investigations
that combine simple and complex surface morphologies
to explain some fundamental optical properties
underlying structural colours.
Over thousands of years of evolution, living organisms
have learned ways to manipulate light using delicate and
periodically arranged nanostructures. Peacocks, for
example, use the structural colours of their feathers as part
of mating rituals. Today, these biological models inspire
engineers to look for ways to control light through optical
technologies. Scientists are working to create reflective
screens for e-books or e-paper that no longer need their own
light source to read. Such screens would use much less
power than the backlit versions of computers, smartphones
and TVs. In fact, people have long used structural colour
without even being aware of its principle.
The Lycurgus Cup is a Roman artifact housed in the
British Museum in London, UK. Made of glass, it
changes colour from green to red depending on whether
the incident light is reflected by the glass or passes
through it. Like peacock feathers, the stunning colour of
the Lycurgus glass is due to the structural colour, being
caused by small structures of only a few nanometers gold nanoparticles scattered inside the glass. When the
surfaces of metal nanoparticles interact with light, they
filter/diminish certain colours and favor others. Roman
glassmakers found out by chance that the precious
metals added to glass give impressive colour effects, but
they could not reproduce the effect, so today we have
few similar pieces, made around the 4th century BC.
Today, people can finally use the science of structural
colour to make many items, including lipstick in the
bag. By using particles made of several thin layers
and by immersing them immersed in the formula we
obtain an iridescent lipstick. "The regular
nanostructures contained in these particles strongly
reflect the colours, giving dramatic aspects and
selective appearances in different directions."

The simplest transparent coating with a single thin
film was investigated for application in the
conservation of cultural heritage, while the complex
surface morphologies obtained by depositing a thin
plasma-assisted film were investigated to obtain the
colour surface change.
The preservation of cultural heritage is a general
concern and the use of non-invasive techniques for
protecting and preserving ancient materials is an
important challenge. Serious effects of surface
deterioration in ancient pavements exposed to the
environment, glazed ceramic tiles appear both from the
mechanical abrasion due to the tourist passage and to the
development of microorganisms (algae/fungi) in the pore
system. Exfoliation often results from biodegradation
processes that are particularly harmful, as they have
resulted in severe deterioration of the decorated glaze
(Silva et al., 2013; Ventolà et al., 2014). The use of
traditional treatments of organic resin or wax can
partially reduce the problem, but can seriously alter the
chromatic aesthetics of the plates. Therefore, cleaning
and preserving these ancient cultural crafts require a
surface process by applying innovative non-invasive
techniques. The present work is intended to contribute to
the implementation of new technologies for the
deposition of functional coatings in the area of
biomedicine, the design and the protective coatings that
prevent the degradation of the ancient plates.
The development in the protection treatment in which
the introduction of an IPPA process by the thermal
source (Misiano, 2001; Misiano and Scandurra, 2006;
Mattox, 1964) seems to be very promising in terms of
the process using traditional organic polymeric coatings.
Increased demand for multilayer thin layers opens new
applications for sputter technology. The deposition of
the high-strength oxide layers, such as SiO 2 and TiO 2
used in this study has proved to be quite satisfactory
innovation, having practical importance in several
fields of application. The use of such techniques in the
field of conservation of aesthetic and historical
heritage is presented in this study.
Modification of the bioactive surface and the
aesthetic effect can be obtained by designing the system
according to destructive and constructive interference, by
choosing the transparent coating material with the
correct refractive index, the nanometric thickness of the
coating and the morphology of the reflecting surface.
Functional coatings for early bone growth can be
combined with the aesthetic appearance that may be
required in some surgical situations (cosmetic surgery to
replace the dental implant (Rulkov et al., 2016).
Agarwala, (2016; Babayemi, 2016; Gusti, 2016;
Mohamed et al., 2016; Wessels and Raad, 2016;
Rajput et al., 2016; Rea and Ottaviano, 2016; Zurfi and
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Zhang, 2016a-b; Zheng and Li, 2016; Buonomano et al.,
2016a-b; Faizal et al., 2016; Ascione et al., 2016;
Elmeddahi et al., 2016; Calise et al., 2016; Morse et al.,
2016; Abouobaida, 2016; Rohit and Dixit, 2016;
Kazakov et al., 2016; Alwetaishi, 2016; Riccio et al.,
2016a-b; Iqbal, 2016; Hasan and El-Naas, 2016; AlHasan and Al-Ghamdi, 2016; Jiang et al., 2016;
Sepúlveda, 2016; Martins et al., 2016; Pisello et al.,
2016; Jarahi, 2016; Mondal et al., 2016; Mansour,
2016; Al Qadi et al., 2016b; Campo et al., 2016;
Samantaray et al., 2016; Malomar et al., 2016; Rich and
Badar, 2016; Hirun, 2016; Bucinell, 2016; Nabilou et al.,
2016; Barone et al., 2016; Chisari and Bedon, 2016;
Bedon and Louter, 2016; Dos Santos and Bedon, 2016;
Minghini et al., 2016; Bedon, 2016; Jafari et al., 2016;
Chiozzi et al., 2016; Orlando and Benvenuti, 2016; Wang
and Yagi, 2016; Obaiys et al., 2016; Ahmed et al., 2016;
Jauhari et al., 2016; Syahrullah and Sinaga, 2016;
Shanmugam, 2016; Jaber and Bicker, 2016; Wang et al.,
2016; Moubarek and Gharsallah, 2016; Amani, 2016;
Shruti, 2016; Pérez-de León et al., 2016; Mohseni and
Tsavdaridis, 2016; Abu-Lebdeh et al., 2016;
Serebrennikov et al., 2016; Budak et al., 2016;
Augustine et al., 2016; Jarahi and Seifilaleh, 2016;
Nabilou, 2016; You et al., 2016; Al Qadi et al., 2016a;
Rama et al., 2016; Sallami et al., 2016; Huang et al.,
2016; Ali et al., 2016; Kamble and Kumar, 2016; Saikia
and Karak, 2016; Zeferino et al., 2016; Pravettoni et al.,
2016; Bedon and Amadio, 2016; Chen and Xu, 2016;
Mavukkandy et al., 2016; Yeargin et al., 2016; Al
Madani and Dababneh, 2016; Alhasanat et al., 2016; Elliott
et al., 2016; Suarez et al., 2016; Kuli et al., 2016; Waters
et al., 2016; Montgomery et al., 2016; Lamarre et al.,
2016; Petrescu, 2012b; Aversa et al., 2017a-b, 2016a-o;
Petrescu and Petrescu, 2016; 2015a-e; 2014a-I; 2013a-g;
2012; 2011; 2005a-d; 2003; 2002a-b; 2000a-b; 1997a-c;
1995a-b; Petrescu, 2018; 2015a-b; 2012; Petrescu et al.,
2016; 2017a-d; 2018a-d; Petrescu and Calautit, 2016a-b;
Daud et al., 2008; Taher et al., 2008; Zulkifli et al.,
2008; Pourmahmoud, 2008; Pannirselvam et al., 2008;
Ng et al., 2008; El-Tous, 2008; Akhesmeh et al., 2008;
Nachiengtai et al., 2008; Moezi et al., 2008; Boucetta,
2008; Darabi et al., 2008; Semin and Bakar, 2008; AlAbbas, 2009; Abdullah et al., 2009; Abu-Ein, 2009;
Opafunso et al., 2009; Semin et al., 2009a-c; Zulkifli et al.,
2009; Ab-Rahman et al., 2009; Abdullah and Halim,
2009; Zotos and Costopoulos, 2009; Feraga et al., 2009;
Bakar et al., 2009; Cardu et al., 2009; Bolonkin, 2009a-b;
Nandhakumar et al., 2009; Odeh et al., 2009; Lubis et al.,
2009; Fathallah and Bakar, 2009; Marghany and
Hashim, 2009; Kwon et al., 2010; Aly and Abuelnasr,
2010; Farahani et al., 2010; Ahmed et al., 2010;
Kunanoppadon, 2010; Helmy and El-Taweel, 2010;
Qutbodin, 2010; Pattanasethanon, 2010; Fen and Yunus,

2011; Thongwan et al., 2011; Theansuwan et al., 2011; Al
Smadi, 2011; Tourab et al., 2011; Raptis et al., 2011;
Momani et al., 2011; Ismail et al., 2011; Anizan et al.,
2011; Tsolakis and Raptis, 2011; Abdullah et al., 2011;
Kechiche et al., 2011; Ho et al., 2011; Rajbhandari et al.,
2011; Aleksic and Lovric, 2011; Kaewnai and
Wongwises, 2011; Idarwazeh, 2011; Ale Ebrahim et al.,
2012; Abdelkrim et al., 2012; Mohan et al., 2012;
Abam et al., 2012; Hassan et al., 2012; Jalil and
Sampe, 2013; Abou Jaoude and El-Tawil, 2013; Ali
and Shumaker, 2013; Zhao, 2013; El-Labban et al.,
2013; Djalel et al., 2013; Nahas and Kozaitis, 2014).

Materials and Methods
Y Materials
For tests, titanium samples, additives with complex
structure and ceramic tiles were used: A 19th-century tile
and two contemporary product plates, all characterized
by strong chromatic valence and porous plates and
glazed surfaces.

Testing Procedures and Apparatus
Ion Plating Plasma Assisted (IPPA) - Two surface
coating procedures have been tested and compared on
contemporary surfaces: Nano-shaped plasma protection
films with TiO2 type and SiO2 type.
Sputtering is a PVD coating technology. Inert gas atoms
are sent in a high vacuum environment at very low pressure
(generally below 10 mTorr), where their atoms are ionized,
creating a gas-like atmosphere, which will cause them to
collide with the target (in case of Ti or our silicon oxide).
These collisions allow the target atoms to eject to the
substrate in the wind, where it condenses into a thin film.
We can configure systems that allow RF sputtering and
different target sources (such as thermal or magnetron).
The strong magnetic field created in the sputtering
process results in the limitation of the ions and
electrons generated in the plasma in a designated area
near the source target. This particular configuration
generates more collisions between ions and neutral
gas molecules, creating more ions that could collide
with the source target, which eliminates larger
amounts of base coating material (Ti or SiOx in our
study). Due to the presence of a larger number of ions
and an electric field, this process allows a higher
deposition rate.
Magnetron sputtering helps reduce thin film damage,
as the magnetic field guides electrons to travel on
specific paths without hitting the substrate.
Due to the high energy of the material discharged
from the target, magnetron-sputtering technology creates
very dense and high adhesion coatings.
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Moreover, when a reactive gas, such as oxygen or
nitrogen, is introduced into the spray chamber;
reactions occur with these ionized gases to form oxide
and nitrate films. In the reactive spray, the sprayed
particles undergo a chemical reaction before coating
the substrate and then the deposited coating has a
different composition from the target material.
The two Ion Plating assisted plasma deposition
equipment, with a magnetron sputter lens and thermal
source, consisted of a high vacuum chamber containing
Ti sources for the spray source and SiOx for the thermal
source attached to a magnetron sputter source.
The DC power source (Fig. 1).
The magnetron spray source uses heavy magnetic and
electrical fields to limit the charged plasma particles near
the spray target surface.
A mixture of Argon and Oxygen Gas was introduced
into the room, along with the samples. The percentage of
ionized storage materials (titanium or SiOx particles)
emitted by DC or thermal sources is accelerated by a
negative bias produced by an electric Radio Frequency
(RF) field applied to the substrate support. Such a radio
frequency produces plasma in the processing
atmosphere, which produces ionization of the depositing
materials and produces ionic bombardment of Argon and
Oxygen on the rising film (Misiano, 2001; Misiano and
Scandurra, 2006; Mattox, 1964).
Ion Plating Plasma Assisted source by magnetron
sputtering with Argon atmosphere Preliminary Vacuum
7,0105 mbar and an Argon atmosphere of 3,0103
mbar, O2 pressure 4 104 mbar was used to deposit TiO2
in the plant Balzer BA 710 (IPPARCUS), with a Ti
target. The deposited Titanium Dioxide was
characterized by a high Refractive Index of 2.4.
The second film deposition test was carried out from
the heat source with SiOx: Argon atmosphere preliminary
Vacuum 5,0105 mbar, Pressure Ar 3,0103 mbar,
Pressure O2 1.8104 mbar.
The SiO2 thin film deposition carried out at pressure
of Ar 3,0103 mbar reached a deposition rate 3.5
nm\sec leading to a coating with an average thickness of
500 nm, Radiofrequency was 24W, 200V bias with
evaporation of SiOx. The deposited Silicon dioxide
showed a Refractive Index 1.46.
The coated samples were spectro-photo-metrically
verified as reported in Fig. 2 where the % reflection as a
function of light radiation wavelength are reported for a 500
nm SiO2 coating on glass substrate (Aversa et al., 2016g).

The treatment in question, can guarantee a
homogeneous and transparent deposition of the film,
but it is also characterized by an obvious change of
colour of the glazed surfaces, fact due to the too high
refractive index (2.4) which for this specific thickness
of the thin film (400 nm) produces shades of pinkgreen colour, due to the reflection of the built
interference shown in Fig. 4.
It is specified that the porous surface is not altered by
the presence of thin-film coating (approximately 400 nm).

Protective Coating - SiO2 IPPA Coating on
Ceramic Support
A second IPPA treatment using SiO2 is shown in Fig. 2
(left). This treatment is able to guaranty a homogeneous and
achromatic transparent film deposition.
This behavior can be clarified the consideration to be
done according to the physics of coating light
transmission properties reported in Fig. 4.
The reflected and refracted light paths and intensities
depend upon the incident light wavelength (λ1 and λ2),
coating and substrate refractive indices, thickness of the
coating (L) and the angle of the incident light.
As light passes through an uncoated glass substrate,
approximately 4% will be reflected at each interface.
This results in a total transmission of only 92% of the
incident light.
Anti-reflection coatings are particularly important if
the coated surface has to preserve its aesthetic quality.
The coating is designed so that the relative phase
shift between the beam reflected at the upper and
lower boundary of the thin film is 180°. Destructive
interference between the two reflected beams occurs,
cancelling both beams before they exit the surface
(upper part of Fig. 4).
The optical thickness of the coating must be an odd
number of quarter wavelengths (λ/4, where λ is the
design wavelength or wavelength being optimized for
peak performance), in order to achieve the desired path
difference of one half wavelength between the reflected
beams, which leads to their cancellation.
The image of the unglazed tile surface after SiO2 Ion
assisted plasma coating is shown in Fig. 5.
The surface shows the presence of sub-micron pores
that have not been obstructed by the plasma treatment.
The aesthetics of the porous surface with no glaze is not
altered by the presence of the SiO2 thin film coating,
which has been evaluated from SEM microscopy to be
of about 350-400 nm).
Figure 6 reports the Ion beam transverse section
obtained in a FEI, Scios DualBeam SEM microscope of
the unglazed tile surface treated plasma coated of SiO2.

Results and Discussion
Protective Coating - TiO2 IPPA Coating on
Ceramic Support
Once the tests performed the result of IPPA treatment
on semi-glazed plates with TiO2 deposition can be
shown in Fig. 3 (left).
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The cross-section (from the bottom of Fig. 6) of
the plate that was not cut indicates a very porous
internal structure, having an irregular porous size of
0.5-3,0 m (Fig. 6 and 7). Inside the pores, we could

see the appearance of bulb-like formations of 350-400
nm which are not visible in the pores of the untreated
reference tile samples with Ion-assisted deposition
(see the lower part of Fig. 7).

Matching network
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Nitrogen
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Fig. 1: Experimental set-up for Ion Plating Plasma Assisted (IPPA) from thermal and magnetron sources for transparent SiO 2 and
TiO2 deposition
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Fig. 2: Reflection % for Ion Plating Plasma Assisted (IPPA) SiO2 protective thin film coating on silica glass
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SiO2 thin film coating

TiO2 thin film coating

Fig. 3: Ion Plating Plasma Assisted (IPPA) TiO2 (Left) and SiO2 (Right) protective thin film coating on ceramic tiles
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Fig. 5: Dual Beam FEI Microscopy of SiO2 coated surface of the unglazed part of the tile

Fig. 6: Upper part-Details of Dual Beam FEI Microscopy of SiO2 coated porous tile. Bottom Ion Beam section of the porous
ceramic tile

Figure 7 shows the micrograph of the cross-sections
of the ion beam for IPPA layers (top) coated with
plasma-assisted plasma and of the uncoated (bottom)
part of an unpaired porous plate.
It was easy to see that the outer surface of the plates
was uniformly coated with a constant thickness layer of
approximately 350-400 nm (detail in the upper left in
Fig. 7). In this way, we deduce that the coating of the
plate does not only concern the surface, but is also
penetrated into the internal cavities of the pores.
And even if the pores have a small lumen, they are
not obstructed by plasma deposition.

For this reason, we would expect the presence of the
coating treatment inside the pores to guarantee much more
effective protection against the penetration of liquid water
into the porosity of the ceramic tiles, thus reducing the risk
of unwanted growth of the fungi or mold over time. The
otherwise irregular growth of the spheroid SiO2 crystal
covers the entire surface of the pore wall, creating in this
way a continuous and hard layer.
The effect of roughness on the contact angle and
surface wettability is relevant (Aronov et al., 2007).
Meiron et al. (2004; Nosonovsky and Bhushan, 2008).
Patankar (2003) and several examples can be found in
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nature, such as the Lotus leaves, where surface morphology
cooperates with surface tensions to generate “superhydrophobicity” (Soeno et al., 2004; Spori et al. 2008).
Observing the roughness of silicon dioxide suggests
that the harder the surface, the more it can reject water. In
this way, by controlling the surface structure of a substrate,
it is possible to reduce the wettability and improve the
hydrophobicity of the respective layer. Soeno et al. (2004)
points out that surfaces covered with SiO2 more strongly
reject water. which can be justified by the apparent contact
angles, surface morphologies and the ability to catch the air
of uneven surfaces.
Cassie model of wetting has been used Equation 1,
(Kwok et al., 1997; Yoshimitsu et al., 2002;
Letellier et al., 2007; Vukusic et al., 1999) to describe the
effect of roughness on apparent contact angle variations:
cos  f  cos  1  1

Structural Colours - TiO2 IPPA Coating on Ti
Metal Support
The deposition of IPPA TiO2 on metal support
obtained by the additive manufacturing technology using
Ti powder was made in the same experimental state used
for the ceramic support.
The use of metal support will increase the percentage
of light that will be reflected in the object. This
occurrence will exacerbate the effect of destroying and
building the reflection of interference in the TiO2-coated
system. He previously discussed that the strong coating
of refractory titanium oxide (refractive index 2.4) could
favour this phenomenon by creating a coloured
interference-effect in the flat surface coating of the
glazed ceramic support (Fig. 3) (Kinoshita et al., 2002).
In the case of an extremely reflective metal surface
and several simultaneous reflections, this effect of the
"filtering" of colours and the "iridescence" of the treated
surfaces is exalted. The iridescence effect will depend on
the morphology of the surface, the refractive index of the
transparent coating and its thickness. The more irregular
the surface and the greater the impact, the greater the
number of internal reflexes and, consequently, the
intensity of the colour filtering and the iridescence effect
(structural colours).
Figure 8 shows this iridescent effect on a complexshaped Ti object obtained by the additive manufacturer
with the Ti electron beam.
A detail of the irregular and hit surface of the object
is presented in the lower central part of Fig. 8.
The change of 20° in the direction of the sun's
appearance causes a drastic change of the visualized colour.
The golden-green colour of the sample hit by sunlight
at 90° turns to a vivid purple when sunlight hits the object
at an angle of 70°. The structural colours generated by the
TiO2 coating are similar to those observed for peacock
feathers (upper left of Fig. 7) and other birds.
This effect can be related to the physical
phenomenon described in Fig. 4 (bottom) in the case of
multiple reflections.
It has been described by (Kinoshita and Yoshioka,
2005) that multiple reflexes in regular or irregular
surface morphology can create colour enhancement or
cancellation effects (Kinoshita et al., 2002).

(1)

where, ’ is the apparent contact angle of the rough
surface, f is the fractional area of the solid over the gas
phases contact with the wetting liquid, namely the
ratio between the wetted area and the overall surface
area and  is the contact angle on a flat surface,
namely the Young contact angle (Spori et al., 2008;
Yoshimitsu et al., 2002; Letellier et al., 2007;
Vukusic et al., 1999; Kinoshita et al., 2002).
This model, even if the true contact angle of a liquid on
a smooth surface is less than 90°, provides that the contact
angle can be improved (this is due to trapped air bubbles
that decrease the wet fraction of the solid surface).
The spheroidal shape of the particles creates a new
high surface that can be evaluated from their average
diameter (330 nm in Fig. 6). The dense packing of the
spheroids for the surface of a pore cavity of the same
size (lower part of Fig. 6) results in the evaluation of a
roughness factor between 4.5 and 6.0 and an increased
surface area for air capture (Al Dharrab et al., 2017;
Aversa et al., 2016i).
According to Equation 1, a true silica-water contact
angle of 15°-20° and a fraction of air trapped on the
plasma generated the uneven surface of SiO2 in the pore
cavities of 0.5 could lead to an increase of the apparent
contact over 90° (hydrophobicity).
An ion-assisted plasma treatment using SiO2 coating
on the porous ceramic substrate, therefore, produces a
flat outer surface characterized by good wetting and
uneven surfaces of the pore cavities, which are
characterized by hydrophobicity, which could be
avoided. Liquid penetration and stagnation in the pores.
By choosing a deposited film material with a larger
contact angle (such as TiO2 or other fluorinated substances,
super-hydrophobic surfaces can be generated.

Some Examples
Before showing various colour-producing structures, it
is best to describe the characteristics of Morpho butterflies
as the most representative animals of structural colour.
Morpho butterflies, shown in Fig. 9, live in the south
and Central America and according to the recent
classification (Kinoshita et al., 2008). They are classified
in the family Nymphalidae, which consists of several
subfamilies including Morfinae closely related to the
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subfamily Satyrinae. Morpho is classified further into

three tribes, of which the Morphinae tribe belongs.

Fig. 7: Dual Beam FEI Microscopy of SiO2 coated porous tile. Bottom Ion Beam transverse section on the IPPA SiO2 coated porous
tile (top) and of an uncoated reference tile

Fig. 8: Iridescence on the IPPA TiO2 coated irregular bumped surface Ti component. Structural colours multiple reflections
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M. adonis

M. aega

M. cypris

M. sulkowskyi

M. menelaus

M. didius

M. rhetenor

M. achilles

Fig. 9: Typical male Morpho butterflies (Courtesy of the Museum of Nature and Human Activities, Hyogo, Japan) (Kinoshita et al.,
2008)

Thus, the so-called Morpho butterflies are those
belonging to one the Morpho genus from the Morpho
tribe and several dozen species it is now known to exist
(Fig. 9) (Kinoshita et al., 2008).
In most Morpho male species, the dorsal wings show
a bright blue, but their ventral side is usually dark brown,
which reminds us of satirical butterflies. The female is
generally less bright or completely shiny. Thus, there are
usually three biological explanations for blue colouring
the male. One is that the bright blue is intended for
mating against a resting woman. Another is to make
predatory birds feel dizzy by giving a loud intermittent
blink. The third is for territorial purposes against other
men because a piece of blue metallic paper is known to
attract male Morpho butterflies.
Before continuing in detail, we show the
characteristics of the most remarkable one of the
Morpho butterfly through simple experiments
(Kinoshita et al., 2008):

this butterfly; blue colouration in a wide angular
range with a sudden change in violet at large
viewing angles and anisotropic reflection dependent
on the direction of visualization. All these
observations are in contrast to the usual iridescence
manufactured animals and goods
(2) The second experiment is performed by immersing
the wing in a liquid. Let's use alcohol as a test
liquid. Surprisingly, its colour turns green to slightly
boring bright and the oblique view looks blue
instead of purple (9(a)-(d)). Water use is inadequate,
as it does not soak in the wing. The colour change
depends on the refractive index of the liquid used.
Ethanol has a refractive index of 1,359. If we use
a liquid with a much higher refractive index, such
as toluene of 1,497, then the following happens:
The wing changes to dark brown with no gloss.
These colour changes are quickly restored when
the liquid evaporates. Thus, changing the colour
by adding liquid is another typical feature
(Kinoshita et al., 2008)
(3) The third experiment consists of observing the wing
using a stereo. At a microscope, we can see
regularly thin plate rows, as shown in Fig. 11a

(1) The first is the dependence of the angle of view of
the wing colour. When you see a copy of the
Morpho butterfly from above, one actually perceives
a bright blue colour, but when the viewing angle is
tilted as you hold direction perpendicular to the
wing veins, it is observed that the colour does not
change at first, but when the angle becomes large
sufficiently, the colour of the wing changes rather to
violet or dark blue. Instead, if you see the wing
keeping the direction parallel to the veins of the
wings, the blue colour fades suddenly and the wing
turns black Fig. 10e and f. Diploma colour change
depends on the species. For example, in Morpho
cypris, the colour of the wing changes very quickly
to black. Thus one can easily understand the
particular characteristic of the structural colour in

These plates are the so-called scales, which are
bright blue when the wing is illuminated from above.
The blue glow is quite sensitive to the direction of
illumination. It just shines when the wing is
illuminated from the perpendicular direction at the
long axis of the ladder. This experiment is further
evidence of the anisotropic reflection described above.
The dependence on the lighting direction is strange,
why the brightness of the area seems to connect the
lines and its position is interchangeable with the
lighting direction (Kinoshita et al., 2008).
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Fig. 10: Frontal and oblique views of the Morpho didius wing (a) and (c) in air and (b) and (d) when immersed into liquid ethanol.
Colour change of the Morpho cypris wing observed when the viewing angles are changed, keeping the direction (e)
perpendicular and (f) parallel to the wing veins (Kinoshita et al., 2008)

Fig. 11: Optical microscopic images of (a) dorsal wing and (b) scale of M. rhetenor observed under epi- and transmitted
illumination. (c) and (d) Scanning electron microscopic images of the scales of M. didius [9]

A bird feather consists of a main shaft, from which
many barbs branch out. Further, smaller branches called
barbules stick out from a barb. The colour of the rock
dove’s feather is mainly due to numerous sticking
barbules, whose length, width and thickness are typically
350, 40 and 3μm, respectively. The cross-section of a
barbule is crescent-shaped, which produces a very broad
reflection pattern in one plane under light illumination. It
is remarkable that the reflection pattern from a single
barbules of a green (purple) feather shows the sudden

change from green (purple) to purple (green) with a
rather distinctive gray boundary, as shown in Fig. 12a.
It has investigated electron microscopic images of the
cross-section of a barbule and has found that a lot of
melanin granules are enclosed within a layer of the outer
cortex Fig. 12b. The diameters of the melanin granules
are randomly distributed from 500 to 750 nm and their
arrangement is also irregular.
Thus they may not contribute directly to the
coloration (Kinoshita et al., 2008).
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Peacock (Fig. 13). Photonic crystals are another
important source of structural colourations and have
been particularly studied in birds and insects. A
representative animal possessing this type of structure is
the well-known peacock.
The feather of the peacock has been attracting
scientific attention for more than 300 years. After the
early observations by (Hooke, 2003; Newton, 1952), it
was in the 20th century that detailed observations were
made by (Mason, 1923). A feather of the peacock
consists of many barbs sticking out from the main shaft
and each barb has a lot of barbules. The barbules are
curved along their long axis and slightly twisted from
the roots. Each barbule has the shape of connected
segments of a typical size of 20-30 μm, the surfaces of
which are smoothly curved like a saddle. Mason
noticed that liquids with a refractive index between
1.55 and 1.60 destroyed the iridescent colour most
effectively. He considered the origin of the structural
colouration to be due to the thin colour-producing
films of a laminated or plate-like structure. In Fig.
13a-d, we show the barbules observed by SEM. The
transverse cross-section of a barbule is crescent-shaped
Fig. 13b. Under high magnification, 8-12 layers consisting
of periodically arrayed particles are observed beneath the
surface layer Fig. 13d, whose diameters are in the range
110-130 nm (Kinoshita et al., 2008).
Over thousands of years of evolution, living
organisms have learned ways to manipulate light
using
delicate
and
periodically
arranged
nanostructures. Peacocks, for example, use the
structural colours of their feathers as part of mating
rituals. Today, these biological models inspire
engineers to look for ways to control light through
optical technologies. Scientists are working to create
reflective screens for e-books or e-paper that no
longer need their own light source to read. Such
screens would use much less power than the backlit
versions of computers, smartphones and TVs. In fact,
people have long used structural colour without even
being aware of its principle.
The Lycurgus Cup is a Roman artifact housed in the
British Museum in London, UK. Made of glass, it
changes colour from green to red depending on whether
the incident light is reflected by the glass or passes
through it. Like peacock feathers, the stunning colour of
the Lycurgus glass is due to the structural colour, being
caused by small structures of only a few nanometers gold nanoparticles scattered inside the glass. When
the surfaces of metal nanoparticles interact with light,
they filter/diminish certain colours and favor others.
Roman glassmakers found out by chance that the
precious metals added to glass give impressive colour
effects, but they could not reproduce the effect, so

today we have few similar pieces, made around the
4th century BC.
Today, people can finally use the science of structural
colour to make many items, including lipstick in the
bag. By using particles made of several thin layers
and by immersing them immersed in the formula we
obtain an iridescent lipstick. "The regular
nanostructures contained in these particles strongly
reflect the colours, giving dramatic aspects and
selective appearances in different directions."
Researchers are looking to use the physics of light
channeling and structural colour in the plastics
industry. This is the idea behind Plast4Future, a
research project led by Anders Kristensen at the
Technical University of Denmark, which focuses on
making greener, more pleasing-looking plastics.
"Using structural colour, you can get plastic materials
that use fewer materials and facilitate recycling in line
with the 'swing-in-the-swing' production philosophy,"
says Kristensen, referring to that approach that shapes
the industry based on natural processes that ensure
that energy and material resources move from one
compartment to another without loss and without the
accumulation of waste.
The same physical properties that colour Lycurgus
glass will one day colour commercially available
plastics. Last year Professor Kristensen developed a way
to do this. His team started making a silicon mold with a
network of thousands of nano-holes. Then they poured a
plastic material into it and deposited a thin film of
aluminum on top. The result was a coloured plastic mass
without pigments, the colour of which can be adjusted
by determining the diameter of those nano-holes
(Clausen et al., 2014). "For recycling, the aluminum can
be removed from the plastic mass, which can then be
melted and remodeled, generating a plastic with the same
or a different colour," explains Kristensen. "In the
traditional approach, pigments cannot be removed from
the material, so recycled plastic will have the same
colour," which means that the current recycling of plastic
is more inefficient and more complex.
The Plast4Future project is also exploring ways to
give plastics other characteristics, such as antifogging or even hydrophobicity (water rejection). All
these innovations are of interest to manufacturing
companies, from cars to toys: Fiat and LEGO are
active partners in this project.
Far from being a curiosity, the structural colour
becomes a tool with which we can achieve a cleaner
and less polluted world. Such a scenario would have
been difficult to imagine by the historical
personalities referred to in this story, but they helped
us to understand what we know today about this
extraordinary source of visual effects.
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Fig. 12: Rock dove and (a) the reflection pattern of a barbule, where 0◦ indicates the direction of incident white light. (b) SEM image
of the cross-sections of the barbule. The right figure indicates the chromaticity diagram showing the loci of the reflection in
thin-layer interference at various angles 2θ for the layer thickness of 650 nm (closed circle) and 400 nm (open circle) with
the refractive index of 1.5, where θ is the angle of incidence (Kinoshita et al., 2008)

Fig. 13: Peacock (Indian peafowl). SEM images of (a) barbules, (b) the cross-section and (c) interior of a barbule. (d) TEM image of
the cross-section of a barbule; (e) Schematic illustration of a 2D photonic crystal in a peacock barbule (Kinoshita et al.,
2008)

The European XFEL (X-ray Free-Electron Laser) is a
research facility under construction in the Hamburg area
of Germany that will help study the basic properties of
matter
for
various
disciplines
(including
nanotechnology) using short X-ray beams. Because the
X-ray laser can make structures visible at the atomic
scale and time scales by a quarter of a second (10-15)
seconds, it will be able to study the details of
nanoparticle interactions with other matter and light.
This could make it easier for us to understand how
nanoparticles are structured, how they behave in terms of
reactivity and atomic motion and how they act in
different environments, such as solutions or aerosols.
Non-iridescent structural colours, based on the
disordered arrangements of monodispersive spherical
particles, also called photonic bottles, have a low colour

saturation due to the gradual transition in the reflection
spectrum. No significant improvement in particle
optimization is expected, as Mie resonances are wide for
small dielectric particles with a moderate refractive
index. Moreover, the short-lived order of the photonic
glass is also insufficient to produce sharp spectral
characteristics. We show here that the combination of a
well-selected particle geometry with the short-lived
order of a photonic bottle has strong synergistic effects.
Using a first-order approximation and an Ewald sphere
construction, the reflection of such structures can be
related to the Fourier transform of the permittivity
distribution. The required Fourier transform for a highly
saturated colour can be achieved by cutting the pattern
substructure. We show that this can be achieved by
choosing the core-shell particles with a non-monotonous
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distribution of the refractive index from the center of the
particle through the shell and in the background material.
First-order theoretical predictions are confirmed by
numerical simulations.
Structural colour is a colour based on the dispersion
and selective reflection of light from nanostructures. The
commercial pigment colour derives from the absorption
of light by electronic transitions and depends on the
presence of a defined chemical structure that can be
modified by UV radiation during subsequent use or by
processing at high temperatures during manufacture.
Also, some of the pigments contain toxic materials that
can be harmful to production or disposal, initiating the
need for alternatives. At the same time, the structural
colours depend only on the distribution of the refractive
index and thus can be produced from environmentally
friendly materials such as silica, alumina, zirconium, etc.
and therefore supports the potential for high UV and
temperature stability. Structural colours can be divided
into two classes: Iridescent and non-iridescent colours.
The iridescent colour is usually based on periodic
structures of periodic length, in the order of visible light,
known as Photonic Crystals (PhCs).
Non-iridescent structural colours are independent of
angle, which means that the colour impression is the
same for different angles of illumination and
observation. Historically, many research groups have
focused on microstructures that mimic biological
structures to obtain non-iridescent colours. For example,
the feathers of many birds may exhibit bright noniridescent structural colours. The feathers of some birds
have structures similar to the compact random
arrangements of spherical particles. Such disordered
arrangements, also called Photonic bottles (PhG) as
opposed to PhC, can be obtained by self-assembling
monodisperse spherical particles. Recently, PhGs has
attracted a lot of attention in the field of non-iridescent
structural colours. The non-iridescent structural colours
produced by amorphous structures are mostly shortwavelength colours, such as purple or blue, because
the typical band of scattered wavelengths is located at
the edge of the sensitivity range of the human eye
leading to the impression of a pure blue or purple
because the even shorter wavelengths scattered do not
contribute to a mixture of colours.
Long-wavelength
structural
colours
longerwavelengths compared to red are difficult to obtain
because PhG structures, in addition, always have a
significant dispersion in the short wavelength range.
These wavelengths will mix with the intentional red,
which spoils the colour impression.
However, colours with longer wavelengths can be
produced by introducing a broadband absorber, such as
carbon black or others. In particular, they will eliminate
shorter scattered wavelengths (blue or green colours),

which have spent more time (or more paths) in the
disordered environment and are therefore more likely
to be absorbed. PhG possesses a short-range order and
the Fourier Transform (FT) of its permittivity
distribution is a spherical shell. The bright, nonirritating structural colours correlate directly with the
spherical shape of the FT shell, such as that observed
for the flat-coloured male Cotinga feathers.
However, the reported transition from reflection to
reflection regime is still quite smooth, resulting in low
colour saturation. An experimental effort was invested in
PhG-based structural colours with shell-base particles
that led to a marginal spectral improvement only due to
the lack of theoretical understanding of the influence of
core-shell geometry on colour purity. Most explanations
so far are based on a manipulation of Mie resonances
in particles. At the same time, small-order Mie
resonances in particles with low refractive indices are
usually very broad spectra and thus cannot lead to
clear transitions in the scattering properties.
Also, small-order Mie resonances of adjacent
particles will interact strongly in PhG, which is difficult
to consider. To the best of our knowledge, for the first
time, we offer a comprehensive theoretical and simulator
treatment of structural colours using photonic glasses based
on first-order approximation. It helps to explain the main
mechanisms of colour generation and provides a clear
design and synthesis rules to achieve high colour saturation.
In biology, chitin (C 8H13NO5)n is a polysaccharide,
a cellulose-like organic substance that forms the
exoskeleton of insects or other arthropods
(crustaceans or arachnids). It is also found in other
kingdoms, such as lichens or certain species of fungi.
For example, the shell of a crab contains 25% chitin
and 75% calcium carbonate.
In 1821 the Frenchman Henri Bracon (Braconnot),
the director of the Nancy Botanical Garden, found in
mushrooms a substance insoluble in sulfuric acid,
which he called a fungus. Chitin was first isolated
from the tarantula shell. The term chitin was proposed
by the French scientist A. Odio in 1823 while
investigating the carapace of insects.
It is a modified sugar containing nitrogen, a
polysaccharide, from the acetylglucosamine (N-acetylglucosamine) group linked together by a β-1,4
covalent bond (similar to the bonds between glucose
groups in cellulose molecules). Thus chitin can be
described as cellulose with a hydroxyl group of each
monomer replaced with an acetyl amine group. This
formula allows closer bonds between the hydrogen
atoms of the adjacent polymers, resulting in a stronger
material. The chemical name of the molecule is poly
N acetyl D glucosamine, β-(1,4) -2-Acetamido-2deoxy-D-glucose, or simply N-acetyl-D-glucosamine
β-(1,4) N-acetyl- D-glucosamine.
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In pure form, chitin is translucent, foldable, durable
and hard. In arthropods it is often modified, being
incorporated into a hard protein matrix that forms the
exoskeleton. In its pure form, it has a skin texture and
consistency but combined with calcium carbonate, it
becomes much more resistant. The difference between
the modified and the unmodified form can be seen by
comparing a caterpillar (unmodified) with a beetle
(modified). Although it is translucent, different sizes of
parallel microfiber layers can create structural colours
due to the interference phenomenon.
Chitin is present in the exoskeleton of Cambrian
arthropods, such as trilobites. The oldest sample of chitin
dates back to the Oligocene, 25 million years ago.
Chitin is one of the constituents of the cuticle in
insects, spiders or crustaceans and has a protective
role. Combined with calcium carbonate it becomes
rigid and forms the exoskeleton of crustaceans, for
example, snails. The chitin found in the arthropod
cuticle is chitin alpha, in which the chains of chitin
molecules are aligned in an antiparallel manner by
hydrogen bonds. In brachiopods, cephalopods and
annelids, chitin beta is found where the chains of
molecules are aligned in parallel. Chitin gamma is
rarer in brachiopods. In fungi, chitin is an essential
component of the sidewall and protects fungal cells
from the environment. Chitin actively participates in
the rigidity of the fungal wall. The chitin polymer of
biological origin is synthesized by an enzymatic
activity called chitin synthesis. In Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, several chitin synthesis activities take
place in different intracellular locations and at certain
stages of budding of this unicellular fungus.
This organic component is generally well
supported by biological tissues and is used in
cosmetics or in the treatment of burns. In surgery, it is
used as a surgical thread, due to its strength,
flexibility and the fact that it is biodegradable,
resorbing as the wound heals. It appears to have
properties that accelerate wound healing in humans.
Occupations associated with high levels of chitin,
such as shellfish preparation, are prone to high rates of
asthma. Recent studies show that chitin may play a role
in the introduction of allergies in humans. Mice treated
with chitin develop an allergen response, characterized
by increased interleukin-4 protein in the cells of the
immune system. For these mice, additional treatment
with the chitin enzyme cancels out the response.
Chitin is also used to filter wastewater: It makes
chains to which ionizable elements of organic matter are
attached (see chitosan). It is used in the food industry to
make juices.
Recent studies show that chitin induces an increase in
the effectiveness of plant defense mechanisms. It is also

mentioned as a fertilizer that can improve production.
Chitosan is derived from chitin and is used as a
biocontrol element in agriculture and horticulture.
Chitin is used in industry in many processes. It is
used as an additive to stabilize and give consistency to
foods or pharmaceuticals. It also acts as a binder in
paints, textiles, or adhesives. Separation membranes and
ion-exchange resins can be produced from chitin.
Chitin is the second polymer produced in the world
after cellulose. It is produced from marine crustaceans
and the production is estimated at 2.3109 t.

Conclusion
Due to recent advances in plasma deposition
technology, it has been possible to define an innovative
treatment for biomedical applications and for the
conservation and protection of old residues of SiO2 and
TiO2 deposited through the IPPA process.
Plasma ionic nano-film (IPPA) storage of TiO2 and
SiO2 could preferentially induce a wide range of surface
effects, from structural staining to transparent or superhydrophobic achromatic coating, depending on the
surface characteristics of the deposited material and
surface morphologies of the substrate.
Such treatment can be useful in many areas,
including in biomedical applications, as well as in
cosmetic dental surgery or in relic preservation.
The presence of the coating treatment inside the
pores could guarantee even more effective protection for
the penetration of liquid water into the porosity of the
ceramic plate, reducing the risk of unwanted growth of
the fungi or mold.
However, the outer surface maintains a good
humidity required for the cleaning operation (the wet
surface will not appear "oily").
The same technology has been shown to be capable
of inducing very strong structural effects of colour and
iridescence.
It was confirmed by our investigation of the
structural colours obtained by TiO2 coating, that
multiple reflections in regular or irregular surface
morphology, as described by (Kinoshita and
Yoshioka, 2005), may create colour enhancement or
cancellation effects.
In particular, it has been demonstrated experimentally
that the presence of an irregularly shaped surface (such
as those obtained by the manufacture of additives) could
increase the generation of structural colours.
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